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Sandston, VA September 4, 2020 … Kosmo Machine Inc. today announced the
acquisition of a Mazak i700T VariAxis machining center. This purchase enables
the company to double capacity and decrease lead-time of highly complex
machine parts and custom molds requiring 5-axis technology. With a maximum
work piece size of 33.5” diameter x 20” long and weighing up to 1543 pounds,
it accommodates most mid-size applications while adding value with multitasking abilities. Advanced software permits conversational programming
(without external CAD/CAM software) of intricate shapes such as helical pinion
gears.
Our company has grown to be a
leading regional manufacturing firm
with a valued customer base and a
team of dedicated and, talented
employees who are instrumental in
maintaining company sustainability
and achieving growth potential”, said
Mike Redden, President. “We pride
ourselves on our effective recruiting
process coupled with developing
individual training plans to maximize
career opportunities for all teammates
at our employee owned company (ESOP).
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The company’s nationally recognized apprenticeship program is a vital
component of Kosmo Machine’s 10- year growth program and the
development of advanced machinist skills and specialized capabilities.
“By expanding our capabilities with advanced equipment and adhering to a
progressive business model, we know we’ll continued to attract and develop the
best talent within the Commonwealth”, continued Redden.
Established in 1976, Kosmo Machine Inc. is a contract manufacturer of
precision machine components and a specialized service provider to the
energy, aerospace, defense and packaging industries.
The company relocated in 2013 to a 62,500 sqft. climate-controlled facility
near Richmond International Airport that, together with a significant
investment in production equipment and integrated career development
programs, has facilitated the growth and diversification of services offered.
Since the move, the company has invested in excess of $3.5M towards
equipment, technology and staff development to remain at the forefront of
precision manufacturing trends and best practices.
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